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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Higher Arm Versus Lower Arm Systolic Blood 
Pressure and Cardiovascular Outcomes: a Meta-
Analysis of Individual Participant Data From the 
INTERPRESS-IPD Collaboration
Christopher E. Clark , Fiona C. Warren , Kate Boddy , Sinéad T.J. McDonagh , Sarah F. Moore ,  
Maria Teresa Alzamora, Rafel Ramos Blanes , Shao-Yuan Chuang , Michael H. Criqui , Marie Dahl ,  
Gunnar Engström , Raimund Erbel, Mark Espeland, Luigi Ferrucci , Maëlenn Guerchet, Andrew Hattersley ,  
Carlos Lahoz, Robyn L. McClelland, Mary M. McDermott , Jackie Price, Henri E. Stoffers, Ji-Guang Wang ,  
Jan Westerink , James White, Lyne Cloutier , Rod S. Taylor , Angela C. Shore, Richard J McManus , Victor Aboyans,  
John L. Campbell

BACKGROUND: Guidelines recommend measuring blood pressure (BP) in both arms, adopting the higher arm readings for 
diagnosis and management. Data to support this recommendation are lacking. We evaluated associations of higher and lower 
arm systolic BPs with diagnostic and treatment thresholds, and prognosis in hypertension, using data from the Inter-arm 
Blood Pressure Difference—Individual Participant Data Collaboration.

METHODS: One-stage multivariable Cox regression models, stratified by study, were used to examine associations of higher or 
lower reading arm BPs with cardiovascular mortality, all-cause mortality, and cardiovascular events, in individual participant 
data meta-analyses pooled from 23 cohorts. Cardiovascular events were modelled for Framingham and atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular disease risk scores. Model fit was compared throughout using Akaike information criteria. Proportions 
reclassified across guideline recommended intervention thresholds were also compared.

RESULTS: We analyzed 53 172 participants: mean age 60 years; 48% female. Higher arm BP, compared with lower arm, 
reclassified 12% of participants at either 130 or 140 mm Hg systolic BP thresholds (both P<0.001). Higher arm BP 
models fitted better for all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, and cardiovascular events (all P<0.001). Higher 
arm BP models better predicted cardiovascular events with Framingham and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease risk 
scores (both P<0.001) and reclassified 4.6% and 3.5% of participants respectively to higher risk categories compared 
with lower arm BPs).

CONCLUSIONS: Using BP from higher instead of lower reading arms reclassified 12% of people over thresholds used to 
diagnose hypertension. All prediction models performed better when using the higher arm BP. Both arms should be measured 
for accurate diagnosis and management of hypertension.

REGISTRATION: URL: https://www.clinicaltrials.gov; Unique identifier: CRD42015031227. (Hypertension. 2022;79:2328–
2335. DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.121.18921.) • Supplemental Material
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Differences in blood pressure readings between arms 
have been recognised for over a century. This raises 
the question of which arm blood pressure—the higher 

or the lower arm reading—should be routinely adopted 
for the diagnosis and management of hypertension? 
International guidelines advise checking blood pressure 
in both arms, when assessing people for hypertension, 
and adoption of the higher arm reading where differ-
ences exist; this is, however, based on expert consensus 
opinion alone.1–3 Only 20% to 50% of patients in primary 
care reportedly have both arms measured and general 
practitioners do not always adopt the higher reading arm 
for management decisions.4,5 Inter-arm differences may 
arise due to stenosis, making adoption of the higher arm 
reading logical; however, in most instances, there is no 
clearly demonstrable stenosis.6 Studies that compare the 
prognostic values associated with higher and lower read-
ing arm blood pressures are lacking.

This study examined data from the Inter-arm Blood 
Pressure Difference—Individual Participant Data 
(INTERPRESS-IPD) Collaboration.7 Individual-level 
data on systolic blood pressure in each arm allowed us 
to compare associations of the higher and lower arm 
systolic blood pressures with cardiovascular events, 
mortality, and hypertension diagnoses. Since treat-
ment decisions for primary prevention of cardiovascular 

events are based on cardiovascular risk score thresh-
olds, the impact of using the higher compared to the 
lower arm reading on reclassification across intervention 
thresholds was also examined.

METHODS
Data supporting the findings of this study are available from 
the corresponding author upon reasonable request. The 
INTERPRESS-IPD Collaboration was established to exam-
ine the independent associations of systolic inter-arm differ-
ence (IAD) with cardiovascular events, all-cause mortality, and 
cardiovascular mortality using individual participant data (IPD) 
meta-analyses and has been described in detail previously.7,8 In 
brief, systematic searches for prospective studies that recorded 
systolic blood pressure in both arms at recruitment were under-
taken in Medline, Old Medline, Medline in process, Embase, 
and CINAHL databases until January 2017; unpublished data 
were also sought. Inclusion criteria were participants aged ≥18 
years, recruited from community, primary care, or general clinic 
settings. Required primary outcomes were one or more of all-
cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, or fatal and nonfatal 
cardiovascular events.

Studies were independently selected by 2 authors using 
Covidence (Veritas Health Innovation, Melbourne, Australia). 
Disagreements were resolved by discussion between authors. 
Lead authors of potentially eligible studies were invited to par-
ticipate, with a data sharing agreement and pro-forma request 
for data required. Nonresponders received 2 further invitations.

Anonymised datasets were cleaned individually and then 
combined to form a single dataset for the INTERPRESS-IPD 
Collaboration. Analyses were undertaken using (Stata v17.0, 
Statacorp, TX).

For these analyses, we used the first pair of left and right 
arm systolic blood pressure readings. Reclassification across 
clinically important blood pressure thresholds, according to 
choice of arm, was examined. Follow-up was truncated at 
10 years to minimize censorship while permitting compari-
son of 10-year outcomes for risk scores. Baseline descrip-
tive data were calculated for all participants with available 

Nonstandard Abbreviations and Acronyms

AIC Akaike information criterion
IAD  inter-arm difference in blood 

pressure
INTERPRESS-IPD  Inter-arm Blood Pressure Dif-

ference - Individual Participant 
Data Collaboration

IPD individual participant data

NOVELTY AND RELEVANCE

What Is New?
Guidelines advise adoption of the higher reading arm 
blood pressure for diagnosis and management of hyper-
tension, based on expert opinion. We studied data on over 
53 000 participants from 23 studies around the world to 
examine the implications of choosing the higher or lower 
arm blood pressure.
The higher arm blood pressure better predicts all-cause 
mortality, cardiovascular mortality, and cardiovascular 
events, compared with the lower arm reading.
Up to 12% of people classified with hypertension fall 
below recommended thresholds for diagnosis and treat-
ment of hypertension if the lower, rather than the higher 
reading arm, is used.

What Is Relevant?
Routine adoption of the higher arm blood pressure mea-
surement allows better cardiovascular risk prediction and 
classification, more accurate diagnosis and treatment of 
hypertension

Clinical/Pathophysiological Implications?
When considering diagnosis or treatment of hyperten-
sion, blood pressure should be measured in both arms 
and all decisions based on the higher arm measurement. 
Failure to do this risks under-diagnosis and under-treat-
ment for many millions of people globally.
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data; no imputation of missing data was performed. Multilevel 
mixed-effects linear regression models, with a random effect 
for study, were used to compare values based on higher and 
lower arms. Due to low between-study heterogeneity within 
the dataset, which caused failure of previous 1-stage random 
effects flexible parametric models to converge, we used fixed 
effect 1-stage Cox proportional hazards modelling, stratified by 
study.7,8 We compared models based on higher or lower arm 
blood pressures alone, then adjusted for age and sex. Finally, 
we compared a fully adjusted model previously derived and vali-
dated in the INTERPRESS-IPD dataset.7 This model adjusted 
for age, sex, current smoking status, ethnicity, total cholesterol 
and preexisting diagnoses of diabetes and/or hypertension. In 
sensitivity analyses, we added terms for preexisting cardiovas-
cular disease and/or renal disease to the fully adjusted model 
to explore differences associated with higher preexisting risks 
of mortality and cardiovascular events.

For participants free of preexisting cardiovascular dis-
ease, we compared the atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease (ASCVD) scores and Framingham risk scores for 
10-year risks of cardiovascular events.9,10 The European 
Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation (SCORE) score for 
cardiovascular mortality was also examined. However, it 
has recently been superceded by SCORE2; therefore, 
these results are summarised, but presented in full in the 
Supplemental Material.11,12 We calculated each score from 
the higher and lower arm blood pressures. We restricted 
analyses to participants within age ranges and ethnicities 
applicable to each risk score (ASCVD: 40–79, Framingham: 
20–79 and SCORE: 40–65 years).9–11 We assessed clas-
sification across the American (10%), Canadian (15%), 
and European (1%, 5%, and 10%) guideline recommended 
10-year cardiovascular risk thresholds.1–3

More than 1 pair of blood pressure readings were avail-
able for a minority of participants. We conducted a sensitivity 
analysis of the primary outcomes, and risk score categoriza-
tion, using the mean of all available pairs of recruitment blood 
pressures to account for repeated measures. To specifically 
address implications for clinically important inter-arm systolic 
blood pressure differences,7 we also repeated the primary out-
comes and risk score categorisation restricted to participants 
with a systolic IAD ≥ 10 mm Hg.

Regression model fit using higher or the lower reading 
arm blood pressures was compared using the Akaike informa-
tion criterion (AIC).13 This measures the information lost when 
approximating reality, thus qualitatively model fit is considered 
better with a lower AIC estimate indicating improved risk pre-
diction. As a rule of thumb a difference in AIC (ΔAIC) between 
models <2 indicates that they are comparable, ΔAIC between 
4 and 7 indicates considerably less support, and ΔAIC >10 
essentially no support for the likelihood that the higher scor-
ing model is better.14 To facilitate interpretation, raw differences 
in AIC between arm models were assigned probabilities using 
Akaike weights.15 Likelihood ratios were also compared, and 
concordance of models assessed with Harrell C statistic.16

Data-sharing agreements were signed with each col-
laborating study lead author. All data were originally collected 
under cohort specific ethical approvals so further approval was 
not required for this IPD meta-analysis. This study was con-
ducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses of IPD (PRISMA-IPD) 

statement.17 The protocol is registered at PROSPERO (record 
no: CRD42015031227).

RESULTS
The current analyses were conducted using 53 172 
participants with blood pressure recorded in both arms 
from 23 cohorts in the INTERPRESS-IPD Collaboration 
(Table 1; Table S1). Mean age was 60 (SD 12.5) years 
and 48% were female. The mean difference in systolic 
blood pressure between higher and lower reading arms 
was 6.6 mm Hg ([95% CI, 0.0–20.0]; P<0.001; Table 1; 
Figure). Using the higher arm measurement compared 
with using the lower arm resulted in reclassification of 
6572 (12.4%) of participants’ systolic blood pressures 
from below to above 130 mm Hg, and 6339 (11.9%) 
from below to above 140 mm Hg (P<0.001 for both).

All-cause and cardiovascular mortality outcome data 
were available for 50 009 participants pooled from 22 
cohorts with 4810 (9.6%) deaths; 1 cohort only col-
lected a combined fatal and nonfatal outcome. For all-
cause mortality, all models returned lower AIC values 
when based on the higher arm systolic blood pressure 
compared with the lower reading arm. The weighted dif-
ference in AICs was significant in all analyses, except 
for the sensitivity analysis with preexisting renal dis-
ease. Harrell’s C statistics and likelihood ratio tests 
were also consistently in favor of models based on the 
higher compared with the lower arm (Table 2). Findings 
were similar for cardiovascular mortality, with significant 
differences for all models in favor of the higher reading 
arm blood pressure.

Mean European SCORE values for 18 017 eligible 
participants free of preexisting cardiovascular disease 
were significantly higher when calculated using the 
higher arm blood pressure in comparison to the lower 
arm reading (2.6 [SD 2.8] versus 2.3 [2.4]; P<0.001). 
However, model fit according to higher or lower arm did 
not differ (Supplemental Material).

Fatal and nonfatal cardiovascular events were 
recorded for 47 762 participants pooled from 22 cohorts; 
one other cohort did not record nonfatal events. All mod-
els returned substantially lower AIC values when the 
higher arm systolic blood pressure, compared with the 
lower arm, was used in the model. Harrell C statistics 
suggested improved model concordance at each adjust-
ment and were consistently better for higher arm models 
compared with equivalent lower arm models. Likelihood 
ratio tests were also significant for all comparisons.

Use of higher compared with the lower arm systolic 
blood pressure resulted in participants being reclassi-
fied into clinically important treatment groups. Mean 
Framingham risk scores for 23 278, and ASCVD for 
18 557 eligible participants, were significantly higher 
when calculated using the higher arm systolic blood 
pressure in comparison to the lower arm reading 
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(P<0.001; Table 1). AIC values were significantly lower, 
Harrell C statistics higher, and likelihood ratios sig-
nificant for both scores in favor of models calculated 
from the higher arm systolic blood pressure (Table 2). 
Reclassification from below to above guideline-recom-
mended risk thresholds, when higher rather than lower 
arm blood pressures were used, occurred for 4.6% of 
participants with Framingham scores and 3.5% with 
ASCVD scores (P<0.001 for both; Table 3).

More than one pair of systolic blood pres-
sures was recorded for 12 861 participants in the 

INTERPRESS-IPD dataset. Differences between higher 
and lower arm models were smaller using mean val-
ues, but AIC remained lower in all unadjusted models, 
with likelihood ratio P <0.05 for all 3 primary outcomes. 
Differences were no longer significant in any adjusted 
models; however, rates of reclassification across risk 
thresholds remained similar to the single pair estimates 
(Table 3). For small inter-arm differences, the side of the 
higher arm reading could fluctuate over 2 pairs of mea-
surements between right and left. Concordance of the 
higher side was 63% overall, rising to 73% when mean 
IAD was ≥5 mmHg and 92% for ≥10 mmHg.

There were 15 038 (28.3%) participants with a sys-
tolic IAD≥10 mm Hg, based on a single pair of readings. 
Higher compared with lower arm blood pressure mea-
surement resulted in reclassification of 3644 (24.2%) of 
these participants’ systolic blood pressures from below 
to above 130 mm Hg, and 3784 (25.2%) from below 
to above 140 mm Hg (P<0.001 for both). Reclassifica-
tion, from below to above guideline-recommended risk 
thresholds within this subgroup, was observed for 9.3% 
of participants with Framingham scores and 4.5% with 
ASCVD scores (P<0.001 for both; Table 3).

DISCUSSION
This IPD meta-analysis found that using the higher read-
ing arm blood pressure, in comparison to the lower read-
ing arm, reclassified 12% of people against thresholds 
for diagnosing hypertension currently recommended in 
American, Canadian, and European guidelines. Adop-
tion of the higher reading arm resulted in better fits for 
models of all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, 
and cardiovascular morbidity, when compared with the 
lower reading arm. Use of blood pressure readings from 
the higher compared with the lower reading arm con-
sistently improved fit for models using the established 
Framingham and ASCVD risk scores. Approximately 
4% of people were reclassified from below to above 
clinically important Framingham or ASCVD cardiovas-
cular risk thresholds when the higher rather than the 
lower arm blood pressure was used. Such reclassifica-
tion would have resulted in participants being offered 
guideline recommended blood pressure and/or choles-
terol-lowering medications.

Current and previous hypertension guidelines recom-
mend that both arms are measured during blood pres-
sure assessment.1–3 However, no published evidence in 
support of these consensus views has been identified. 
Surveys suggest that implementation of these recom-
mendations is less than satisfactory.4 In the United King-
dom, 25% of general practitioners do not routinely adopt 
the higher reading arm for decisions concerning blood 
pressure.5 If reproducible, the findings presented here 
suggest that many millions of people should be reclas-
sified into higher cardiovascular risk and blood pressure 

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the Cohort

 
N (available 
data) Mean (SD) 

Age, y 53 172 60.2 (12.5)

Body mass index, kg/m2 49 570 27.4 (5.1)

Total cholesterol, mmol/L 48 784 5.4 (1.2)

HDL cholesterol, mmol/L 39 264 1.3 (0.4)

Higher systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 53 172 141.6 (22.2)*

Lower systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 53 172 135.0 (21.2)*

Absolute systolic IAD, mm Hg 53 172 6.6 (6.8)

Higher diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 17 506 84.4 (10.9)*

Lower diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 17 506 80.3 (10.6)*

Absolute diastolic IAD 17 506 4.1 (4.4)

  N (%)

Female 53 172 25 373 (47.7)

Smoker 53 693 12 699 (23.7)

Hypertension 53 076 29 727 (55.9)

Diabetes 53 065 7989 (15.0)

Cardiovascular disease† 51 728 9468 (18.1)

 Cerebrovascular disease 51 719 2666 (5.0)

 Ischemic heart disease 50 188 8408 (15.8)

 Peripheral arterial disease 40 928 1357 (2.6)

Atrial fibrillation 23 519 294 (0.6)

Chronic kidney disease 19 671 597 (1.1)

Ethnicity 50 174  

 White  38 521 (75.7)

 Black  3098 (6.1)

 Hispanic American  1956 (3.8)

 Black African  1006 (2.0)

 East Asian  4450 (8.8)

 Other  1843 (3.6)

10-year risk scores  Mean (SD)

Framingham score with higher arm systolic 23 278 20.2 (15.6)*

Framingham score with lower arm systolic 23 278 18.5 (14.6)*

ASCVD score with higher arm systolic 18 557 16.8 (13.2)*

ASCVD score with lower arm systolic 18 557 15.5 (12.4)*

ASCVD indicates atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; IAD, inter-arm differ-
ence in blood pressure.

*P<0.0001 for difference estimated using a multilevel mixed-effects linear 
regression with random effect for study.

†Cardiovascular disease is defined as one or more of preexisting cerebrovas-
cular disease, ischemic heart disease, and peripheral arterial disease.
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control categories that would warrant treatment. Acting 
on this evidence would have major effects on cardiovas-
cular risk by optimization of treatments being offered 
and/or targets set.18

These findings are immediately applicable to, and of 
relevance for, anyone who undergoes routine measure-
ment or treatment of high blood pressure. The results 
quantify the potential clinical importance of a failure 
to identify the higher reading arm. Such an omission 
risks errors in blood pressure interpretation, the diag-
nosis of hypertension, and sub-optimal blood pressure 
control.19,20 For the last 80 years, international hyper-
tension guidelines have recommended the use of the 
higher reading arm based on expert consensus.1,2,21–23 
Nevertheless, in practice, this guidance is not always 
followed.5 Proportions of people with a higher reading 
right or left arm are almost equal, so blood pressure 
must be measured in both arms to identify the higher 
reading arm. Arm dominance has a minor impact on 
distribution, but it cannot be assumed that either the 
right or the left arm is systematically the higher.24 Fail-
ure to recognize the higher arm could misclassify up 
to 12% of our participants to below rather than above 
clinically important blood pressure thresholds, and 
between 3% and 8% erroneously below cardiovascular 
risk thresholds. This presents a clear risk of underes-
timation and therefore undertreatment of cardiovascu-
lar risk through failure to intensify primary prevention 
treatments appropriately. We have previously shown 
that adjusted all-cause mortality begins to rise with a 
systolic IAD≥5 mmHg.7 Where analyses were restricted 
to participants with a systolic IAD≥10 mm Hg, blood 
pressure was reclassified across treatment thresh-
olds for up to 25%, and up to 9% were reclassified 
across cardiovascular risk thresholds. These higher 
figures emphasise the proportionally greater risks of 

misclassification when a significant IAD is not detected 
by failure to measure both arms.

Study Limitations
The INTERPRESS-IPD Collaboration was formed to 
investigate the associations of interarm blood pressure 
differences with mortality, uniquely bringing together pro-
spective survival data for over 50 000 participants with 
blood pressure recorded in both arms. Participants were 
included from North America, Europe, Asia, and Cen-
tral Africa, thus representing a range of ethnicities.7 To 
ensure clinically relevant findings, openly available car-
diovascular risk prediction algorithms used in practice 
in Europe, United States, and Canada were chosen for 
these analyses.

Hypertension is generally diagnosed using multiple 
rather than single blood pressure readings. The primary 
analyses in this study were based on single pairs of mea-
surements to maximize use of available data and rele-
vance to routine primary care. Regression to the mean 
reduced differences between mean lower and higher 
arm blood pressures; however, classification above 
guideline recommended thresholds remained statistically 
and clinically higher when mean higher arm blood pres-
sures were used. Considerable data cleaning and prepa-
ration were required to pool data from included cohorts 
for these analyses, leading inevitably to passage of time 
since closure of data collection in 2017. While this may 
have excluded relevant more recent publications from 
inclusion in the Collaboration, search updates continued 
to April 2020 without identifying any additional clearly 
eligible studies. Since the dataset offered ample power 
to address the research questions posed here, it seems 
unlikely that the findings would be sensitive to further 
inclusion of any more recent additional data.

Figure. Distribution of higher and 
lower reading arm systolic blood 
pressures.
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Conclusions
This study provides robust evidence that more than 1 in 
10 people were recategorized to require additional treat-
ment by using the higher rather than the lower reading 
arm. Blood pressure should be assessed in both arms 
and readings from the higher reading arm should be 
used in the diagnosis and management of hypertension 
and cardiovascular disease. This choice also significantly 
improved the prognostic ability of blood pressure mea-
surement for cardiovascular events. Failure to use the 
higher reading arm risks underdiagnosis, undertreatment 
of high blood pressure and under-estimation of cardio-
vascular risk for many millions worldwide, missing oppor-
tunities to appropriately intensify primary prevention of 
cardiovascular disease.

Perspectives
Implications of routinely adopting the higher read-
ing arm blood pressure measurement, as opposed to 

the lower arm reading, were investigated in a mul-
tinational individual participant data meta-analyses 
of over 50 000 participants. In a range of models, 
the higher reading arm blood pressure consistently 
performed better in predicting 10-year outcomes 
for all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, and 
cardiovascular events. Similarly, Framingham and 
ASCVD scores modelled cardiovascular event risks 
better when calculated using the higher reading arm. 
When compared with lower arm blood pressure read-
ings, the higher arm reclassified 12% of people from 
below to above thresholds for diagnosing hyperten-
sion currently recommended in American, Canadian, 
and European guidelines.

Blood pressure should be measured in both arms 
and the higher reading adopted for hypertension diag-
nosis and management. Failure to use the higher read-
ing arm risks underdiagnosis, undertreatment of high 
blood pressure and under-estimation of cardiovascular 
risk for many millions worldwide, missing opportunities 

Table 2. Model Comparisons for All-Cause Mortality, Cardiovascular Mortality, and Cardiovascular Events Based on Higher 
and Lower Reading Arms

Outcome N 

AIC—
higher 
arm BP 

AIC—lower 
arm BP Δ AIC 

Weighted 
P Value 
for Δ AIC 

Harrell 
C—higher 
arm 

Harrell 
C—lower 
arm 

Likelihood 
ratio P 
Value 

All-cause mortality

 Unadjusted 50 009 73 763 73 814 51 <0.001 0.604 0.596 <0.001

 Age and sex adjusted 50 009 70 585 70 600 15 <0.001 0.736 0.735 <0.001

 Fully adjusted 43 272 55 969 55 982 13 0.002 0.752 0.751 <0.001

 Fully adjusted plus preexisting cardiovascular disease* 41 994 54 442 54 456 14 0.001 0.754 0.754 <0.001

  Fully adjusted plus preexisting cardiovascular and/or 
renal disease*

15 920 21 631 21 636 5 0.076 0.754 0.753 0.027

Cardiovascular mortality

 Unadjusted 50 009 21 345 21 384 39 <0.001 0.626 0.612 <0.001

 Age and sex adjusted 50 009 20 185 20 202 17 <0.001 0.761 0.759 <0.001

 Fully adjusted 43 272 16 635 16 645 10 0.007 0.784 0.783 0.002

 Fully adjusted plus preexisting cardiovascular disease* 41 994 16 209 16 220 11 0.004 0.791 0.790 0.001

  Fully adjusted plus preexisting cardiovascular and/or 
renal disease*

15 920 5132 5140 8 0.018 0.799 0.796 0.006

Cardiovascular events†

 Unadjusted 47 762 81 550 81 589 39 <0.001 0.582 0.578 <0.001

 Age and sex adjusted 47 762 80 003 80 021 18 <0.001 0.669 0.668 <0.001

 Fully adjusted 41 127 60 593 60 603 10 0.007 0.695 0.694 0.002

 Fully adjusted plus preexisting cardiovascular disease 39 748 59 580 59 592 12 0.003 0.717 0.717 <0.001

  Fully adjusted plus preexisting cardiovascular and/or 
renal disease

15 916 23 126 23 134 8 0.018 0.727 0.726 0.003

 Framingham risk score 23 278 26 540 26 578 38 <0.001 0.726 0.724 <0.001

 ASCVD risk score 18 557 21 350 21371 21 <0.001 0.716 0.715 <0.001

Fully adjusted model=age, sex, current smoking status, ethnicity, total cholesterol, diabetes and hypertensive status. Δ AIC indicates change in AIC between higher and 
lower arm models; AIC, akaike information criterion; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; BP, blood pressure; and N, number of participants without missing 
data and, for risk scores, also within free of preexisting cardiovascular disease at baseline and within eligible age range for risk score.

*Cardiovascular disease defined as preexisting ischaemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease or peripheral arterial disease; renal disease as chronic kidney disease 
stage 3 or above.

†Cardiovascular events defined as first occurrence of myocardial infarction, physician confirmed angina, coronary revascularisation, transient ischaemic attack or 
stroke.
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to appropriately intensify primary prevention of cardio-
vascular disease.
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